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•Senior solutions architect will help drive next generation Revector solutions
September 27th, 2017: Revector (http://www.revector.com), the leading specialist in removing fraud to
deliver improved revenue and margin for mobile network operators, announces the appointment of Leonard
Munday as Research & Development (R&D) Director. Munday will enhance current and future Revector
services, providing the next generation of anti-fraud solutions to enable more effective protection of
Mobile Service Provider revenues.
A senior-level solutions architect with a proven track record of success in mobile networking and
security, Munday has experience in helping both mobile and fixed operators protect and enhance their
offerings to end users. Munday was previously senior solutions architect at Allot Northern Europe, where
he supported the Northern European sales team in all aspects of territory business, translating technical
specifications into product requirements to achieve business goals.
“This is a significant appointment for Revector. Leonard is proven in analysing and defining customer
strategies. His insight will enhance our own services for the future and his expertise will prove
crucial as we develop our DPI technology to combat OTT frauds” says Andy Gent, Revector’s CEO. “His
appointment demonstrates our continued commitment to improving our services, while looking to deliver the
next generation of solutions in anti-fraud and revenue management.”
“Having worked in communications and security for more than 30 years, working with Revector provides a
great opportunity to help progress innovation in the area” comments Leonard. “I am looking forward to
improving customer acceptance and understanding around Revector’s solutions, whilst driving the
development of new services and working alongside the Revector team to present wider market
opportunities.”
-endsABOUT REVECTOR
Founded in 2001, Revector creates products and services that enable telecommunications companies to
quickly and effectively counter fraud. Working with operators including Vodafone, Bharti Airtel,
Hutchison Three, Zain, Digicel, Etisalat, Telenor, Tele2, Tigo, MTS, NTT DoCoMo, Rogers, T-Mobile and
Cable & Wireless, Revector’s products have enabled mobile network operators to remove millions of
dollars’ worth of fraudulent activity from their networks.
In 2013 Revector was one of only four UK companies to be awarded two Queens Award for Enterprise – in
Innovation and International Trade, the highest official UK awards for British businesses. The company
was also identified as one of the 30 most innovative UK mobile companies by Real Business.
To find out more visit www.revector.com (http://www.revector.com)
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